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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
There is a network looping problem after installing some
switches. The switch vendor suggested the use of
802.1d.
Which of the following is the MOST probable reason the vendor
made this suggestion?
A. It is a regular version of port mirroring that uses hellow
packets to detect loops
B. It is a simple version of spanning tree that uses BPDU to
detect problems
C. It is a rapid version of spanning tree that uses BPDU to
detect problems
D. It is a rapid version of port mirroring that uses BPDU to
detect problems
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are performing sentiment analysis using a CSV file that
includes 12,000 customer reviews written in a short sentence
format. You add the CSV file to Azure Machine Learning Studio
and configure it as the starting point dataset of an
experiment. You add the Extract N-Gram Features from Text
module to the experiment to extract key phrases from the
customer review column in the dataset.
You must create a new n-gram dictionary from the customer
review text and set the maximum n-gram size to trigrams.
What should you select? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

Vocabulary mode: Create
For Vocabulary mode, select Create to indicate that you are
creating a new list of n-gram features.
N-Grams size: 3
For N-Grams size, type a number that indicates the maximum size
of the n-grams to extract and store. For example, if you type
3, unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams will be created.
Weighting function: Leave blank
The option, Weighting function, is required only if you merge
or update vocabularies. It specifies how terms in the two
vocabularies and their scores should be weighted against each
other.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studiomodule-reference/extract-n-gram-features-from-

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
A SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project has been
deployed to the SSIS catalog. The project includes a project
Connection Manager to connect to the data warehouse.
The SSIS catalog includes two Environments:
Development
QA
Each Environment defines a single Environment Variable named
ConnectionString of type string. The value of each
variable consists of the connection string to the development
or QA data warehouses.
You need to be able to execute deployed packages by using
either of the defined Environments.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of
actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Box 2:
Box 3:
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